TUBERCULOSIS RECEIVES A CHALLENGE

Enthused by steady advances being made against The Great White Plague, tuberculosis workers throughout the country have started the annual campaign for the year, and are capturing the imagination of all who concern themselves with the disease.

The song for that goal is being sung monthly, and the challenge right on through it, with a generation which has lost its youth, has lost its life, and has lost its strength.

As tuberculosis work has been introduced and extended, it has been done in a way that is most effective, and has brought about the necessary breathing predictions.

As tuberculosis workers are organized, the state tuberculosis associations are organized in order to protect themselves.

Special Holiday Scheduled for I-P Vessel

A special holiday schedule has been announced for the I-P Vessel, for the convenience of passengers.

The schedule is to be kept in full by the Government, and if the public should desire to make any alteration in the schedule, they must be in full accord with the Government.

The new schedule is to be kept in full by the Government, and if the public should desire to make any alteration in the schedule, they must be in full accord with the Government.

Confining gives the highest dignity to the farmers. The stabilization of agriculture is a vital interest to the farmers, manufacturer, merchant, John Stuart Mills, too, stated that the farmers are the only ones that produce something new in this great age of the factory system. Farmers, manufacturers and merchants are not entirely unproductive, but are rather productive in proportion to their wealth and output, and continue, at least, the existence of the stock or capital which is distributed among them.

But it is now shown that this class gives equipment and time to the farmers in order that they may farm and work. He seems to classify them as a productive class. Only the relations of the farmers are classified as an unproductive and labor class.

The farmer who now seed, dig the soil and plant the dirt, actually produces into this world entirely a new life for the menial servants are classified as unproductive and labor class.

FARMING IS A DIGNIFIED OCCUPATION

The farmer who sow the seed, dig the soil and nurse the plant, actually produces into this world entirely a new life for the menial servants are classified as unproductive and labor class.

Confucius gave the highest dignity to the farmers. His resolution adopted unani­

mously by the 500 persons who attended the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the establishment of the Wisconsin Historical Society.

STAFF OPPOSITION EXPECTED

STRIKE BILL

The second generation should engage more extensively in farming. Forming is a dignified occupation. It is the back­

bone of the national industry, and as such it has always been protected as such.

The resolution adopted unani­

mously by the 500 persons who attended the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the establishment of the Wisconsin Historical Society.
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By ROBERTA COURTLAND

June Andrews, mother of the girl who seems to have a make-up of ash-gray skin, is up to her neck in trouble. She is supposed to be in charge of the beauty parlor and, as such, is expected to know all about the mysteries of the salon. But when she finds out that her charge is not only a scrapbook athlete but also a stock exchange millionaire, she is about to lose her job.

"I thought I was going to quit when she first showed up," said one of the workers. "But now I've changed my mind. I think she's got a chance to win a lot of money."

"And I've got a lot of money to lose," said another. "But I'm going to make sure she doesn't lose it all."

The girl's name is Ellen, and she is a member of a family that has been prominent in the beauty world for many years. Her father was a famous beautician, and her mother is a well-known model. Ellen has been brought up in the beauty business, and she is determined to make a success of it.

For the first time, a realization of the girl's possibilities dawns upon the workers. They see that if they can help her, they may be able to make a fortune themselves.

"I never thought I'd see the day when I could make a fortune," said one of the workers. "But I'm going to make sure that Ellen makes it."

The girl herself is aware of the situation. She knows that she has a chance to become a beauty queen, and she is determined to make the most of it.

"I'm going to make sure that I win," she said. "I won't let anything stop me."

The workers are determined to help her. They are willing to work overtime, and they are willing to do anything to make sure that Ellen succeeds.

"We're going to make sure that she wins," said one of the workers. "We're going to do everything we can to help her."

And so the beauty pageant is about to begin. The workers are determined to make sure that Ellen wins, and they are determined to make a lot of money in the process.

---

DAILY IN THE HAWAII MAINICHI

By ROBERTA COURTLAND

KURLESTOWN 4-H CLUB

Our 4-H club meeting was held on November 19. The meeting was called to order by our President, Harry Nagase, and the minutes were read.

Teruko Ura and Sadako Sakai assisted Miss Shimizu in preparing cream of dill soup and gave us soup containing protein and it gave us strong numbers.

When the soup was ready we tasted it and found it very good.

We planned to have a Christmas party on December 17 and various committees were formed.

General Chairman—Amy Nagase

Refreshments—Rikuo Ano and Himeko Nagase

Entertainment—Kamiole Kii

We planned to play a play called "Xmas Carol" and each girl is supposed to have a poem or song to be ready by the party.

Meeting was adjourned at 5 p.m.

Miss Hata, club reporter.

GOKILA 4-H INFORMAL ENTERTAINMENT

Curmudgeon muffins were demonstrated by Mrs. Elsie H. Hara, assistant home demonstration agent at the regular meeting of the Gokila 4-H Informal Entertainment Club which met on Wednesday afternoon. Assistant were Irene Ito and Fumie Fujishii. The muffin batter was divided into two portions. One was done exactly like the recipe and the other was beaten thoroughly. The finished products were judged. It showed that the unscorned portion was of fine texture and even grained whereas the latter was of uneven texture and full of tunnels.

Since the assistant agent was requested to repeat the same recipe, the muffin was done for the few visitors present.

Miss Hara has agreed to be the business meeting at which plans for their Christmas party to be held on December 14 were made. Clara Kintaka was appointed by the president as program chairmen and Irene Ito as refreshment chairman.

Yoichiro Hiramato was appointed to head the cookbook committee.

The girls unanimously decided to assist with the Red Cross as part of the National Defense and community project. Mrs. Lucy Suzuki, club leader and also an active member of the Red Cross, attended the meeting and volunteered to teach the girls how to do different kinds of work.

Visitors present were Mamesade Leslie Wish, Eshitar and Eunice Ito.

---

VOLCANO 4-H CLUB

Our regular meeting of the Volcano 4-H Clothing Club was held on November 21 at our leader's house at 3:30 p.m. Two members were present at this meeting.

Miss Horne, our club leader, showed the members how to set in sleeves. During our business meeting we talked about the Christmas party. Clara Kintaka was appointed by the president to head the plan committee and various subcommittees to assist her.

(Continued on Page Three)
HONOLULU MARKET NEWS
Agricultural Extension Service, University of Hawaii

(The prizes and comments here are on the basis of wholesale prices to retailers on Tuesday, December 2, at 8 a.m. to arrive at net returns growers should deduct commission, freight and cigarette.

Island fruit and vegetable market appeared active under good demand and generally light receipts. Prices on most major fruits advanced while prices on some items declined sharply under increased output.

AVOCADOS were plentiful, the market was lower than last week with sales mostly at 8 to 10 per lb. for good quality. Some trouble remained due to poor quality.

WATERMELONS were able to move at the current price of 80 per lb, due chiefly to the exceptionally cool weather prevailing. Kansas in the only source at present--over 4 tons arrived last week and 5 tons in the previous week.

FRESH STRAWBERRIES started to come in from Oahu fields. Sales were fair at 30c per pint basket.

PAPAYA market strengthened under decreasing receipts and continued good demand. Prices advanced half a cent today withquotes at 2 to 2½ lb per bunch.

EGGPLANT is scarce and demand is good at 5 to 6 cents per lb for the round varieties and 7 to 8 cents for the long variety.

IRISH POTATOES were in light receipts and new whites sold for 63 to 64c and small at 40 to 44c per dozen. Oahu eggs ruled at 6x6s sold for $1.75 to $2.25, and large sold for $1.50 to $2.50. Loose field run sold for 4 to 6c per lb. with some lower. The island egg market ruled steady to weaker under increasing production from the Maui and Kauai coasts is over. Off-island receipts increased about 30% last week the bulk of the tonnage coming from Maui. The market for California eggs showed a decline during the last part of the week with eggs quoted at 22c to 25c per dozen.

EGGS are quoted at 75c to 80c per dozen with sales mostly at 3 to 4c per lb for good quality.

AVOCADOS were plentiful, the market was lower than last week with sales mostly at 8 to 10 per lb. for good quality. Some trouble remained due to poor quality.

PAPAYA market strengthened under decreasing receipts and continued good demand. Prices advanced half a cent today withquotes at 2 to 2½ lb per bunch.

EGGPLANT is scarce and demand is good at 5 to 6 cents per lb for the round varieties and 7 to 8 cents for the long variety.

IRISH POTATOES were in light receipts and new whites sold for 63 to 64c and small at 40 to 44c per dozen. Oahu eggs ruled at 6x6s sold for $1.75 to $2.25, and large sold for $1.50 to $2.50. Loose field run sold for 4 to 6c per lb. with some lower. The island egg market ruled steady to weaker under increasing production from the Maui and Kauai coasts is over. Off-island receipts increased about 30% last week the bulk of the tonnage coming from Maui. The market for California eggs showed a decline during the last part of the week with eggs quoted at 22c to 25c per dozen.
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U.S. ENGINEERS COP FIRST ROUND TOWNSHIP OF CAGE LOOP

BIL WHITTINGTON

By Bill Whittington

NADAHU, Dec. 6—U. S. Engineers set up a demol­
ishing indication tonight in the first round of the
Nadahu home basketball league

The Engineers, led by Chick Holcomb

whom you have heard of before, beat

a tough opponent in von Hahm

in the first round, and in the follow­

ing round, the Engineers scored

three times, and won the game.

The Engineers scored their

second point in the second

round, and in the third round,

they scored four times, and

won the game.

The Engineers scored their

third point in the fourth round,

and in the fifth round, they

scored five times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

fourth point in the fifth round,

and in the sixth round, they

scored six times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

fifth point in the sixth round,

and in the seventh round, they

scored seven times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

sixth point in the seventh round,

and in the eighth round, they

scored eight times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

seventh point in the eighth round,

and in the ninth round, they

scored nine times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

eighth point in the ninth round,

and in the tenth round, they

scored ten times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

ninth point in the tenth round,

and in the eleventh round, they

scored eleven times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the eleventh
round, and in the twelfth round,
they scored twelve times, and
won the game.

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twelfth round,

and in the thirteenth round, they

scored thirteen times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

decisive point in the thirteenth
round, and in the fourteenth round,
they scored fourteen times, and
won the game.

The Engineers scored their

final point in the fourteenth
round, and in the fifteenth round,
they scored fifteen times, and won the
game.

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the fifteenth
round, and in the sixteenth round,
they scored sixteen times, and won the
game.

The Engineers scored their

final point in the sixteenth round,

and in the seventeenth round, they
scored seventeen times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the seventeenth
round, and in the eighteenth round,
they scored eighteen times, and won the
game.

The Engineers scored their

final point in the eighteenth round,

and in the nineteenth round, they
scored nineteen times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the nineteenth
round, and in the twentieth round,
they scored twenty times, and won the

game.

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twentieth round,

and in the twenty-first round, they
scored twenty-one times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the twenty-first
round, and in the twenty-second round,
they scored twenty-two times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twenty-second round,

and in the twenty-third round, they
scored twenty-three times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the twenty-third
round, and in the twenty-fourth round,
they scored twenty-four times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twenty-fourth round,

and in the twenty-fifth round, they
scored twenty-five times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the twenty-fifth
round, and in the twenty-sixth round,
they scored twenty-six times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twenty-sixth round,

and in the twenty-seventh round, they
scored twenty-seven times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the twenty-seventh
round, and in the twenty-eighth round,
they scored twenty-eight times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the twenty-eighth round,

and in the twenty-ninth round, they
scored twenty-nine times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the twenty-ninth round,

and in the thirty-first round, they
scored thirty times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the thirty-first round,

and in the thirty-second round, they
scored thirty-one times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the thirty-second
round, and in the thirty-third round,
they scored thirty-two times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the thirty-third round,

and in the thirty-fourth round, they
scored thirty-three times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the thirty-fourth
round, and in the thirty-fifth round,
they scored thirty-four times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the thirty-fifth round,

and in the thirty-sixth round, they
scored thirty-five times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the thirty-sixth round,

and in the thirty-seventh round, they
scored thirty-six times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the thirty-seventh round,

and in the thirty-eighth round, they
scored thirty-seven times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the thirty-eighth round,

and in the thirty-ninth round, they
scored thirty-eight times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the thirty-ninth round,

and in the forty-first round, they
scored forty times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the forty-first round,

and in the forty-second round, they
scored forty-one times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the forty-second round,

and in the forty-third round, they
scored forty-two times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the forty-third round,

and in the forty-fourth round, they
scored forty-three times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the forty-fourth round,

and in the forty-fifth round, they
scored forty-four times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the forty-fifth round,

and in the forty-sixth round, they
scored forty-five times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the forty-sixth round,

and in the forty-seventh round, they
scored forty-six times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the forty-seventh round,

and in the forty-eighth round, they
scored forty-seven times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the forty-eighth round,

and in the forty-ninth round, they
scored forty-eight times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the forty-ninth round,

and in the fifty-first round, they
scored fifty times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the fifty-first round,

and in the fifty-second round, they
scored fifty-one times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the fifty-second round,

and in the fifty-third round, they
scored fifty-two times, and won the

The Engineers scored their

final point in the fifty-third round,

and in the fifty-fourth round, they
scored fifty-three times, and won the

The Engineers scored their
decisive point in the fifty-fourth round,
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